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Number 6

Nappanee, Indiana, March 20, 1950

Are There
No Wounds
For Me?
Are there no wounds for me?
Hast Thou received them all?
How can I, Lord, the anguish see,
Beneath which Thou didst

fall!
'Tis over now, I know,
That suffering life of Thine;

Shedding such tears for me!
Sweating such drops of blood!

Thy precious blood has ceased to flow,
Thou wear'st Thy crown

divine;

That by Thy stripes my soul might be
Saved from the wrath of God!

But yet, I weeping see
The thorns which pierced Thy head;
Thou faint'st beneath Thy cross for me,
For me to death Thou'rt led!
(Concluded next page)
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V I S I T O R

The Chain Of Compassion
The law of compensation is constantly
at work for those who seek to appreciate
and share the best things of life. There is
no loss without some compensating
gain.
There is an abundance of joy for those
who walk in the pathway of the beatitude.
"Blessed are the merciful, for they shall
see mercy."

O

NCE THERE WAS A lady of the house

who was tired in soul and body. Her
feet were aching, for she had done much
walking, and her whole being took on the
burden. Looking across the street, she saw
a man sitting on a settee in front of a neat
cottage. The man had no feet. She saw
him scramble from the settee and walk on
his leather-padded stubs up the steps and
into the house. The tired lady felt no
longer tired.

Thinking thus, he was very thankful for
the inner light, and he felt a great compassion for the people who dwell in the
dark* night of ignorance and bigotry. He
made a solemn resolve to let the light of
his life and testimony so shine that others,
seeing and hearing, would be able to
understand and enjoy spiritual and eternal
verities of God.
The lesson is plain: Compassion is a
miracle worker, forging a golden chain of
tenderness and appreciation that encircles
a multitude of people with its benign
influence.—Illinois Slate Journal, Springfield, Illinois.

God Our Vindicator

The blind man was one who had delighted
in books he could no longer read.
The man without any feet had retired
from active business life a few years be- A lover of nature, he could no longer see
fore. During many of his mature years he the color and variety of the outdoors.
had operated his own shoe repair shop,
The footless man felt a great wave of
and driven his own car. and asked special tenderness envelop his spirit as he thought
favors of no one. But now advancing years of the blind man who could not behold
had brought him to retirement from active the everyday loveliness of life.
business, and he felt a bit lonesome and
The sightless man was very sad and
sad for himself until one day he, too, look- lonely until he thought of the uncounted
ed across the street and saw a man, multitudes, who having eyes see not at all
younger than himself, • groping with his the beauties of mind and spirit; who
feet for the next step that led from the possess no inner light, and whose spirits
veranda of his house to the cement walk are entombed in a dark dungeon of fear
in front. The man was blind.
and superstition.
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We make a mistake in trying always to
clear ourselves; we should be wiser to go
straight on, humbly doing the next thing
and leaving God to vindicate us. "He shall
bring forth thy righteousness as the light,
and thy judgment as the noonday." There
may come hours in our lives when we shall
be misunderstood, slandered, falsely accused. At such times it is very difficult not
to act on the policy of the men around us
in the world. They at once appeal to law
and force and public opinion. But the believer takes his case into a higher court,
and lays it before his God.—F. B. Meyer.
"The door of salvation swings on the
facts of Christ's death and resurrection."
—Theodore Jackson.

Are There No Wounds
for Me?
(Continued from cover page)
Stretched on the cruel tree.
And fastened by my sin,
Lord, at Thy cross, with shame, I see
How guilty I have been.
Meekly, with love divine.
Thy holy head is bent.
And streams of blood, for sins of mine,
Flow where Thy side is rent.
Such grief did well atone
For all our sinful race;
But. yet, 0 Christ! for me alone
The Father hid His face!
Oh, how this crimson tide
0'erwhelms m-y soul with shame!
Within Thy bleeding wounds I hide:
Wilt Thou, Lord, own my name?
Beneath this sacred flood
I bow my sinful soul:
Dear Saviour, let Thy precious
O'er my defilement roll.

blood

—Grace W. Hinsdale.
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Editorial
REVIVAL'S HERE AGAIN
EVIVAL DAYS ARE here again! Bible days
are here again! The old-time, straight
gospel preaching is sounding through our
land. It has been well said, "Bible days
are revival days and revival days are Bible
days." Is it not wonderful how God
through His Holy Spirit is answering the
prayers of His children and kindling revivals in many parts of our nation and
other countries?
No doubt many of us have heard of these
reports over the radio and through the
press of our large metropolitan newspapers
and magazines. The marvel about these
accounts is the fact that they are reported
so frankly, fully and accurately, and in
most cases with a fine sense of respect and
dignity. All these facts help to verify the
genuineness of the revivals and the mighty
moving of the Spirit of God in our midst.
We have read about the great revival
movements in days past. How often we
have said to ourselves and to others after
reading these accounts, "How wonderful
it would be if we could have similar experiences today"! Behold, those days are
here again! How thankful we ought'to be
to our gracious Heavenly Father for remembering us again in much mercy! Let
us not miss this opportunity to cooperate
with the Spirit of God. When God moves,
it is time for His people to move in the
same direction. If we want a revival in
our church or college now is the time to
unite our prayers, our faith and our efforts
for such a revival. The Holy Spirit is
stirring the people to prayer, to confession,
to separation, to consecration and to the
responsibility of soul winning. P r a y ! P r a y !
that the revival spirit under God's direction
may proceed.

R

If this revival movement is to continue,
remember we will need a revival in our
own hearts and in our homes. Sin must
be confessed and forsaken. Hearts must
be pure and clean for the indwelling of
the precious Holy Spirit in order that we
may live victoriously and serve effectively.
Broken-down family altars need to be
revived. Prayer and Bible reading will
need to be revived with new fervor. All
this was what happened in the early Church
when they enjoyed the Pentecostal blessing. In Acts 4:13 we find the secret of
those first disciples. "And when they prayed the place was shaken where they were
assembled together." Let us continue to
pray to God that through His Spirit and
the .prayers of His people, this stirring
revival movement may proceed.—/. F. L.
"If my 'demonstration' makes people
think of God and not of me. it is 'in the
Spirit.' "

Recipe for Revival
If all the sleeping folk will wake
ike up
11 £fire
And all the lukewarm folk will
up
And all the dishonest folk will
confess up
And all the disgruntled folk will
sweeten up
And all the discouraged folk will
cheer up
And all the depressed folk will look
up
And all the estranged folk will make
up
And all the gossipers will shut up
And all the dry bones will shake up
And all the true soldiers will stand
up
Then you can have a revival.

(3)
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searcheth all things, yea the deep things
of God," says the Apostle Paul.
A man is spiritually minded who has
the mind of Christ. To have the mind of
Christ refers to those who have been born
again out of a natural state, cleansed from
the carnal principle, and in whose life
there is the power of the Holy Spirit. Such
a man has a knowledge of the Scriptures
that is not speculative, neither has it been
reached by logical argument, but is revealed to the spiritually minded by the
Holy Ghost.
With the mind of Christ in possession,
we are now prepared to begin a fruitful
Bible study. In seeking to understand the
interpretative writings in the Bible we
should always start by trying to discover
the original meaning of any passage in the
contemporary scene to which it was uttered. Hence, we would ask first: What did
the writer mean when he first spoke his
message, and what did it mean to those
who first heard it? This calls for some
application of grammar, history and exegesis in determining what the speaker had
in mind when he spoke or wrote.
On the other hand, this does not mean
that the original meaning is all that is to
be sought. Said St. P a u l : "For whatsoever things were written aforetime were
written for our learning, that through
patience and through comfort of the scriptures we might have hope." Thus we see
the Bible was written not merely for those
to whom it was first spoken, but to be the
vehicle by which God speaks through them
to us in our time.

Then again, "comparing spiritual things
with spiritual," is a most important principle in the interpretation of Bible truths.
As Dwight L. Moody said one time, "The
Bible is its own best commentary." There
are some people whose Christian experiPrinciples of Interpretations
ence or sincerity is not questioned, but
E OFTEN HEAR people talk about the they have become so obsessed by a certain
simplicity of the Bible, and they view of truth that they cannot see anything
are quite right, thank God! But we must else and consequently they stand in their
not forget that the Bible is sublime and own way of spiritual progress. But by
profound in its ultimate content and mean- comparing the spiritual with the spiritual
ing. The Bible is profound because it we have greater assurance of the balance
speaks of the deep things of God. As of the truth.
Paul also declared, "Great is the mystery
A final suggestion of interpretative prinof godliness." The simplicity of the Scrip- ciples is one pointed out by William Suntures rest in the fact that God has revealed day when he said that "history becomes
Himself through Jesus Christ our Saviour the best commentary on Scripture." For
and Lord, so that even children can under- instance, is it not true that what God did
stand sufficiently the story of redemption in history in the coming of Jesus Christ
and salvation.
into this world serves as a key to the
However, if we would keep a good bal- understanding of the Messianic prophecies
ance of truth in the interpretation of God's of the Old Testament. As another writer
Word there are certain basic principles we put it. "History has helped to shed'light
need to keep in mind. Without fear of on what God meant in what Jesus said."
contradiction, I believe the Bible makes Consequently, we are better equipped to
clear that Biblical truth can be understood understand the mind of God in the Scriponly by spiritually-minded people. "The tures by the reading of the Bible in the
natural man receiveth not the things of the light of past history and by observing
Spirit of God." "But God hath revealed God's way as He worked through His
them unto us by His Spirit, for the Spirit Church here on earth.—/. F. L.

W
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The Bible - The Essential
Handbook Of The Missionary
MEDITATIONS ON MISSIONARY ESSENTIALS
Arthur M.
IN ONE OF T H E early 1949 issues of the
Sunday School Times. I read recently
an eye-catching review of one of the more
recent additions to growing literature of
missionary theory and practice. This is
what was said by the book-reviewer:
"Mission Builders. By the Rev. Harold
K. Dancy. (The Sudan Interior
Mission,
Inc., New York 23, $1.50). Here is a remarkable book! Years hence, if the Lord
tarries, there will doubtless be hundreds
of workers in many mission fields, at home
and abroad, who will call the Sudan Interior Mission blessed because they have
published this very practical
handbook,
'compiled to help missionaries through all
building operations,
from planning
to
painting.' The 360 pages are divided into
nine general
divisions:
'Preparation,'
'Masonry,' 'Carpentry,' 'Concrete,' 'Finishing Trades,' 'Plumbing
and
Sanitation,
'Sheet Metal Work,' 'Electricity and Lighting,' 'Painting and Decorating.' There are
870 numbered
drawings, showing
how
things should be constructed in economical
ways and in keeping with the restricted
conditions of Africa. The book not only
demonstrates the wide range of the very
practical experience which Mr. Dancy has
had, but also his painstaking care in making the drawings and writing tlve explanatory notes. Every mission should place
this book to work at once in each station."

Climenhaga
That is the reason for a meditation on
such a topic as this, 'lhe
"The Bible — the
Essential Handbook of the Missionary."
But having thus introduced the topic, we
become aware immediately of a necessary
delimitation in the development of the

5HCw

When I had finished reading the book
review, I thought, had I only had and
mastered such a book several years ago
prior to arrival on the mission field, think
what an expert industrialist I might now theme. In reality, we have here a title for
be. But unfortunately, this handbook for another missionary book or for some rethe industrial side of missions is just re- search monogram. Thus, brief though the
cently off the press, and my industrial development may be, we trust that it will
ability remains as atrophied as of yore. be a preface, foreword, or introductory
There is, however, a compensating thought. chapter, as it were, to many profitable
To those of us who have been called as ensuing meditations.
missionaries there is one thing for which
For the missionary as he studies the
we can be exceedingly grateful—the Hand- theory and practice of his work, the Bible
book for the job is not just off the press—- is the handbook, or as termed by one, the
it is the book on which many of us have Textbook. Said this writer on missions.
been nurtured from childhood—the Bible. "When we designate the Bible the textbook
Yes, even though we may not have had of missions we mean to affirm more than
the fortune of studying certain vocation that the duty and plan of missions may
missionary handbooks, and even though he found in the Bible. They must he found
we have had the good fortune of being able there in any true and adequate reading of
to read many general and specific works the Word. Jesus grounded in the Old
by missionary giants, yet ours is the great- Testament, as well as in His own direct
er privilege of starting and basing our authority, the universal scheme of religion
missionary beginning and progression on which He presented to His followers and
the Book of books, and pray God it will the realization of which He entrusted to
be completed on that.
them. Paul and the other apostles appeal-

March 20, 1950
ed to the sacred Scriptures in support of
their course and their ideals in seeking to
save all men and make them subject to the
will of God in Christ Jesus.
If the Old Testament furnished our Lord
grounds for His plans and commands to
conquer the world in His name, all the
more is the New Testament missionary. It
is first of all a product of the missionary
work of the early Christians and it was
produced primarily to meet the needs of
this work." 1
One has but to call the roll of the five
great New Testament divisions to see the
missionary impregnation in them all. At
what time and for what reason were the
• Gospels written, for instance? At the moment that the extent and conditions of
witnessing to Jesus Christ made it impracticable and well-nigh impossible to
rely any longer on verbal accounts concerning the One about whom the missionaries gave their witness. Thus in order to
preserve the true message and make it
available for reading men, the evangelists
committeed to writing "those things which
had been fully established upon the testimony of them who from the beginning
were eye-witnesses and ministers of the
Word." (Luke 1 :lff)
Let us note then first of all the missionary spirit in the Gospels. In Mark we
have "An Introduction to the Good News
of Jesus Christ, the Son of God." Note
how that title fits as a translation of Mark
1:1. Then Matthew recorded facts from
the life of Jesus and compared them with
Old Testament prophecies so as to prove
that Jesus is the Messiah of God. He did
not do that alone to prove that Jesus is the
Messiah of Jewish hope, but to show that
He is the Messiah of a much larger meaning, the Divine promise and plan. Luke
gives an adapted account of the character
and work of "The Son of Man" so as to
present the universality of the Messiah or
Christ message, the basis of the missionary task. Charles Wesley caught some of
this spirit when he sang,
"Blow ye the trumpet, blow
The gladly solemn sound;
Let all the nations know
To earth's remotest bound
The Year of Jubilee is come;
Return ye ransomed sinners

home!"

Again one can think further of the words
of that famous missionary hymn, "In
Christ there is no east or west."
As for the evangel of John, this was
written when the apostolic interpretation
of Jesus Christ was already being questioned. When he wrote, John was living
among the Gentiles and saw the needs of a
missionary work already world-wide. He
took from his knowledge of the earthly
life of our Lord a few critical, characteristic incidents for the stated purpose, "That
(Continued on page thirteen)
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"The Pastor's Relation
To Youth Organizations''

(5)
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Relation of Pastor and
Evangelist

* "I therefore, the prisoner of the Lord,
beseech you that ye walk worthy of the
Warren J. Sherman
vocation wherewith ye are called.
"With all lowliness and meekness, with
"It is good for a man that he bear the
A pastor, charged by God with discernyoke in his youth." (Lam. 3:27).
ment, can move mountains of obstructions longsuffering, forbearing one another in
by the power of youth. These are normal love:
MONG THE MANY things that call for the youth who face many adjustments through
"Endeavoring to keep the unity of the
pastor's attention are the Youth which adults hope to have passed success- Spirit in the bond of peace.
Organizations of which there are many. fully. They need genuine encouragement,
"There is one body, and one Spirit, even
However, since there are so many Chris- and best of all, by the help of God, we
as ye are called in one hope of your calltian youth organizations, at least in name, can give it to them.
ing;
it seems wise to limit oneself to those
"One Lord, one faith, one baptism,
The
growing
and
outreaching
church
is
which are basically Christian. Local situ'^.One God and Father of all, who is
a
changing
organization
in
a
changing
ations may lead one into the secular, but
above all, and through all, and in you all.
with the pastor's time already overburden- world piloted by God to do His will and
But unto every one of us is given grace
fulfill His purpose; and youth shows the
ed, he needs to be selective.
changes which are coming while those who according to the measure of the gift of
The Brethren in Christ church has seen are older have learned to conceal the same Christ.
"Wherefore he saith, When he ascended
what its youth organizations can do when feelings but will not hazard their reputagiven the opportunity. The bundles for tion by exposing them. Youth knows few up on high, he led captivity captive, and
orphans of India, the Home Mission Work- hazards, demands a reason for the things gave gifts unto men * * *
"And he gave some apostles: and some,
ers' Institute, the Matopo Building Fund, which they do, and are impatient with
and many other completed projects are antiquated methods which are interpreted prophets; and some, evangelists; and
clear evidences of this. The work among as unchangeable. If we are unwilling to some, pastors and teachers:
the Junior Leagues has likewise borne respond to the call of Youth Organizations,
"For the perfecting of the saints, for the
fruit. Then there are those organizations they will not break down our barrier; but work of the ministry, for the edifying of
outside of our church, interdenominational will enter where there is another door.
the body of Christ" (Eph. 4:1-8,11,12).
in nature, which we cannot ignore such as,
—Gospel Banner.
If the pastor is going to see the church
Youth for Christ International, Inter-varvitalized, with the constructive energies of
sity Christian Fellowship, Bible Clubs in
Youth Organizations, he will challenge
High School, the Gray "Y," and others.
Great Spirit, help me not to judge anthem, and will not see the death of his
These are all active, constructive groups
beloved church, but the resurrection of it. other man until I have walked two weeks
which are worth the pastor's attention.
—Waukena, California.
in his moccasins.—Sioux Indian Prayer.
If we neglect Christian youth and its
organizations, the church is doomed to a
slow but sure death. This is an accepted
fact. We have awakened to that in our
Sunday Schools, Young People's Societies,
and Junior Leagues. Youth show a keen
interest in organizing and doing things.
They will use their energies for one thing
or another, and if we do not give them
the challenges and opportunities, they will
go where there are such. They will be
responsive to challenges, sacrifices and
such like, if we give them a chance. They
will often surprize us by being a leap
ahead in their vision and discernment. To
neglect them is to allow useful energies to
run wild and to be a prey to the forces of
evil which will invite them. May we always
Christina Rossetti
be on the alert to guide the youth to Christ
and the church's sacred trust.

A

Stone ?

Youth quickly discern whether we have
a love for them and an understanding
heart. We are prone to look upon their
mistakes and not upon their achievements.
What great man hasn't made many mistakes? Take one of our greatest national
leaders, Abraham Lincoln, read his biography, see where he failed time and again
in certain endeavors; see too, where he
threw back his shoulders and placed virtue
above evil compromises; and you will see
the springboard for all successful living.

Am I a stone and not a sheep,
That I can stand, O Christ, beneath
Thy Cross,
To number, drop by drop, Thy blood's
slow loss,
And yet not weep?
Not so those women loved,
Who with exceeding grief lamented
Thee;
Not so fallen Peter, weeping bitterly;
Not so the thief was moved;

Not so the sun and moon,
Which hid their faces in a starless sky,
A horror of great darkness at broad
noon—

I, only I!
Yet give not o'er,
But seek Thy sheep, turn Shepherd of
the flock;
Greater than Moses, turn and look once
more,
And smite a rock!—Selected.
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Effective Class Work
Naomi L.
"Study to shew thyself approved unto
God, a workman that needeth not to be
ashamed, rightly dividing the word of
truth." (II Tim. 2 : 1 5 ) .
In order to tell you of effective class
work, I will need to be somewhat personal,
and draw from the six short years of experience as teacher of the Primary-Junior
girls class (ages 7-12) of the Mastersonville Sunday school.
Throughout this topic, I am well aware
of the fact that I am speaking to many of
you who are teachers of Kindergarten, Intermediates, Young People or Adults. And
that the characteristics, the interests, the
failures or successes of these groups are
quite varied. But at this point it would be
useless for me to try to tell you of contacts with these groups, so let us turn to
Primaries and Juniors.
Many things need to be considered when
we think of making class-work more effective. Ironclad rules cannot be set. Just
as we know there are not two people alike
so we know there are no two Sunday
school teachers nor two classes alike.
Effective class work that is serviceable
and worthwhile, classwork that is a benefit
and of practical use to the pupil begins
with an effective teacher.
1. The teacher must know God. How
can anyone introduce one whom he does
not know himself. Winning the pupil for
Christ and encouraging the one who has
been won should be the teacher's aim and
goal. The greatest power in effective classwork comes through prayer. Prayer is the
teacher's best tool in winning the child to
Christ. When the teacher finds her place
then God can work.
2. An exemplary life, a life which God
would not be ashamed to have patterned,
must be lived not only in the classroom,
but everywhere. Someone has said. "The
best way for a child to learn to fear God
is to see and know a real Christian."
The Primary is quite an imitator. Winning the Primary to herself is the teacher's
first step to winning him for Christ. And

Wolgemuth
as the Primary becomes a Junior the Bible
should become the central figure instead
of the teacher. The Junior picks some
older person than himself as his hero. "The
reason that so small a percent of children
choose Bible characters as their ideals is
because these have never been so vividly
presented as have less worthy personalities.
Jesus is the hero of heroes."
3. The teacher must keep in mind that
she cannot expect anyone of her pupils to
rise higher than herself. Many times as a
teacher I've been challenged by this truth.
If the teacher comes to Sunday school late,
how can she expect the pupil to be on
time. If the teacher does not study her
Bible, if she does not study her Sunday
school lesson and give it the preparation
she ought, how can she expect her pupils
to do any better. If during the worship

What the Bible Tells Us
This is a precious book indeed;
Happy the child that loves to read;
'Tis God's own word which he hath given
To show our souls the way to heaven!
It tells us how the world was made;
And how good men the Lord obeyed;
And his commands are in it too^
To teach us what we ought to do.
It bids us all from sin to fly,
Because our souls can never die;
It points to heaven where angels dwell,
And warns us to escape from hell.
But what is more than all beside,
The Bible tells us Jesus died;
This is its first, its chief intent,
To lead poor sinners to repent.
Let us be thankful that we
Read this good Bible every
'Tis God's own ivord, which
To show our souls the way

may
day;
he has giv'n
to heav'n.

—Selected by Omar G. Worman
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period the teacher is inattentive to the
songs which are being sung or the scripture that is being read, and then during
prayer she whispers, bobbing her head
from one to the other, if these are the
attitudes of the teacher ) the teacher has no
right to expect one bit more from her
pupils.
Primaries and Juniors challenge teachers to better story-telling, better reading,
and closer observation. It is said that a
child of six has just as quick perception
as a man, and the memory powers of ten
will never be surpassed.
4. The teacher must realize the importance of child life and enter into the child's
life. Children fill an important place. We
have all been or are children. Jesus put
the child in the center of the group. He
never taught the child to be as a man, but
he taught men to become as children.
The following are words from great
men: "It is the child that keeps the world
sweet and hopeful." A university professor,
in giving up men to teach boys, gave as
his reason, "If you were to write your
name on brick so that it would remain,
would you write it before or after it was
baked?"
5. The class period should be made interesting. The activities of the class period
should be planned the week before. This
should not hinder the class from doing
extra things. This is my experience with
girls. Girls are pop-ful of little things
that happen at home or school. Maybe
during the week a nestful of little puppies
came to the barn of one of the girl's homes.
Another girl might have gotten up extra
early that morning and set the table for
her mother and washed the dishes. These
are things little girls are thinking when
they come to Sunday school and they must
tell someone about it before they do anything else.
The teacher should never think that the
pupils thoughts are less than her own. Why
no|t let the little girl who likes to pet
wooly puppies and the one who helped
her mother, tell their stories to the whole
class. Then she will be ready to listen to
the teacher. After all, one little girl was
being friendly to animal life, while the
other was honoring her mother—exactly
what teacher taught her last Sunday. What
good does much talking do if not put into
practice.
Children like to do things. Children are
willing workers. The teacher should guide
the child instead of drive him. Let the
pupils take turns in checking the record
attendance. When all preliminaries have
been taken care of the teacher's aim is to
get the lesson across.
We have found notebook work to be
very interesting in our class. As a teacher,
we prepare a sheet of questions and give
them to the girls the Sunday before, so
(Continued on page fifteen)
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we faithfully look to God's \\ ord, He
makes it very plain what He expects us to
be and do.
Only one verse in the whole Bible is
Lela R. Marzolf
descriptive of the minister's wife. That is
AM OFTEN referred to as the minister's is in the center of God's will." Her title in I Timothy 3:11. However, God has
wife. Consequently. I have accepted it is one of honor. It is bestowed by God much to say in His word as to what is
as my title. It is a simple title. Yet its above. For it is in heaven that marriages required of Christian wives. Since our
very simplicity is graced with dignity and are made. It is my conviction that when congregations have a right to expect exGod, by His Holy Spirit, separates a man emplary lives of us, then it follows that
distinction.
It is a good thing to think upon the to the Gospel Ministry, He likewise lays to be a helpmeet to our husbands who are
significance of the role filled by many of His hand upon a woman to be the help- ministers, we must be good wives accordGod's women servants. We often refer to meet of that man. It is only when young ing to Divine standards. Those standards
the wife of a doctor as the doctor's wife; men and women run counter to the will are that the wife is to love her husband,
to the wife of a grocery-man as the groc- of God that we get men in the pulpit who to reverence him, to be faithful, to be subery-man's wife; we may even refer to the should be ploughing corn, and ministers ject to the husband and obey him, so that
wife of a plumber as the plumber's wife. get wives who do them little or nor credit, the word of God be not blasphemed.
"It may seem unnecessary to recall these
These wives are referred to in this manner and fail to bring glory to God.
You will note that the theme of. the standards to a group such as this. Yet, I
for one purpose only—that is, to identify
them. They have no interest in their hus- paper is The Minister's Wife. What kind wonder. These are days when we as wombands' work beyond that of sympathetic of wife should she be? I have read books en like lo feel we are equal with men.
understanding. There is no association be- and articles, and I have asked many people Woman suffrage has created the idea that
this is our God-given right, so much so,
tween their lives and their husbands' oc^w,"%
that God's order for womanhood seems
cupations. They are women in their own
to be set aside. Paul does tell us that
rights. The one exception may be the
"there is neither male nor female; for ye
nurse who assists her husband, but she too
are all one in Christ Jesus'" in Galatians
remains a nurse, apart from her husband's
3:28 and again in I Corinthians 11:11,
profession.
"Nevertheless neither is the man without
It is not so with the minister's
wife.
the woman, neither the woman without the
From the moment she becomes the helpman, in the Lord." But he also tells us
meet of her minister-husband, she must
in Ephesians 5:22-24. "Wives, submit
lose her own identification in the interest
yourselves unto your husbands, as unto
of the high calling of God's servant—the
the Lord. For the husband is the head of
minister. From that time, her conduct,
the wife, even as Christ is the head of the
her appearance, her personality, her conchurch. Therefore, as the Church is subversation and every other phase of her
ject unto Christ, so let the wives be to
life must all be tempered and will be
their own husbands in everything." Peter
gauged by the fact that she is the minisOur Christ
also exhorts the wives to be subject to
ter's wife. Therefore, I feel the claim is
their husbands (I Peter 3:1). The place
justified; that is, that no other wife bears
Harry Webb Farrington
of us who are wives is the place of subthe same relationship to her husband as
mission, and we are to be subject unto
does the minister's wife. Likewise, I know
I know not how that Bethlehem's Babe
the husband God has given to us. If this
of no wife who must lose herself so comCould in the Godhead be;
is the divine command to wives in general,
pletely in the interest of her husband's
I only know the Manger Child
it is even more important that we who are
work. Nevertheless. I am proud to bear
Has brought God's life to me.
examples to other wives should be yielded
the title.
to the Lord so that we serve cheerfully in
I know not how that Calvary's cross
the place of submission.
How do we gain our title? If one is
A world from sin could free;
going to be a teacher, she prepares herself
I wish I could find words to express
I only know its matchless love
for teaching, by enrolling in a course of
the deep conviction I have upon this exHas brought God's love to me.
studies that will train her for the teaching
hortation from God's Word that wives be
profession. Women in white undergo a
subject to their husbands. Were I a minI know not how that Joseph's tomb
three-year period of training and classister, I would not marry a woman who
room instruction. This is followed by state
Could solve death's mystery,
would not promise to obey her husband.
examinations, which if passed successfully,
I only know a living Christ,
It is God's order. Because it is being
entitle them to be known as registered
Our immortality!
reversed, husbands are not regarded as the
nurses. In other fields, also, certain
head of the home. They are being held in
—Selected.
standards must be attained before the
disrespect and belittled before the chilwomen of various professions are prividren in the home, and this to me is a much
leged to bear their respective titles. But just what they think a minister's wife greater cause of juvenile delinquency, to
there are no man-made rules which must should be like. Nearly every person has sav nothing of warped lives, than many
be met before a woman can be known as a different idea. I would like to say at other reasons that are given. What has
a minister's wife. It does not matter how- this point, in our own defense, that many this to do with the minister's wife? Let
well educated, nor how spiritual, nor even times there is too much expected of a each one of us so live according to God's
how well qualified a woman may be, she minister's wife. However, I also believe order that our husbands are free to preach
cannot be a minister's wife unless she first that the reason is that we have too many what God says about the family and the
be married to a minister. This is so ob- times tried to be pleasers of men rather wife's place in it.
vious that it seems hardly necessary to call than of God. and this can lead only to disThere are some qualities that a wife
attention to it—but it leads to another couragement and defeat. I regret that this should possess, not only in relation to her
question: Does the minister's wife gain has been my own experience in the early husband, but toward others at all times.
her title too easily? I reply: "Not if she years of my life as a minister's wife. If
(Continued on last page)
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Permanent Church Headquarters

Messiah Rescue and Benevolent Home
2001 Paxton St., Harrisburg, Pa., Tel. 3-9881
Attention of General Conference Secretary

Institutions

India

The Christian Light Press
The merchandising department of Brethren
in Christ Publication Board, Inc.
Nappanee, Ind., Chambersburg, Pa.
Main office: Elizabethtown, Pa.
Clair H. Hoffman, Manager
Messiah Some, 2001 Paxton Street, Harrisburg,
Pa., Eld. and Sr. Irvin O. Musser, Steward
and Matron. Telephone 2-7838.
Messiah Orphanage, R. R. 1, Mt. Joy, Pa., Bro.
Mervin Heisey, Steward, and Sr. Rhoda
Heisey, Matron.
Mt. Carmel Orphanage, Coleta, Illinois, Supt.
Eld. Albert Cober; Matron, Elizabeth Schradley.
Upland College, Upland, California.
Dr. H. G. Brubaker, President.
Jabbok Bible School, Thomas, Oklahoma.
Ira M. Eyster, President.
Messiah College, Grantham, Pa.
Dr. C. N. Hostetter, Jr., President.
Ontario Bible Sohool, Fort Erie, North, Ont.
Bishop Edward Gilmore, President.

General Superintendent: Bishop A.. D. M. Dick
and Sister Dick, Madhipura, O. & T. Ky.,
Bhagalpur District, India.
Saharsa Mission: Saharsa, O, & T. Ry.. Bhagalpur District, India, Eld. and Sr. Charles
Engle, Sr. M. Erne Rohrer, Sr. Beulah Arnold,
Sr. Leora Toder, Sr. Shirley Bitner, Sr. Erma
Hare.
Madhipura Mission: Madhipura, O. & T. Ry-.
Bhagalpur District, India, Bishop and Sr. A.
D. M. Dick.
Earjora Mission: P. O. Tirbeniganj, via Murliganj, O. & T. Ry., North Bhagalpur District, India, Eld. and Sr. William R. Hoke,
Sr. Anna Steckley, Sr. Emma Rosenberger.
Monghyr Mission: Mission House, Monghyr,
E. I. Ry., District Monghyr, India, Eld. and
Sr. George Paulus, and Eld. and Sr. Allen
Buckwalter.
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Hollidaysburg, Pa. (Canoe Creek Mission),
Box 259A, R. D. 2, Telephone Hollidaysburg
51319; Paul and Esther George.
Kentucky—Elam Dohner, Superintendent.
Fairview Station, Ella, Ky.: Elam and Helen
Dohner, Esther Ebersole.
Garlin, Ky.: Robert and EdnaWengerd, Elizabeth Hess, Nurse; Ruby Clapper.
Knifley, Ky.: Irvin and Dorothy Kanode,
Katie Rosenberger, Nurse.
Meath P a r k Station (North Star Mission) Saskatchewan, Canada; Earl D. and Ellen K.
Brechbill, Docia Calhoun.
Tillsonburg (Houghton Mission) Ontario, Canada; Telephone Glenmeyer 22-14; Myrtle
Steckley, Ruth Steckley, Anna Henry.
Progmore: Alonza Vannatter, Pastor.
Houghton Center: Basil Long.
BADIO BBOADCASTS

CHVC, Niagara Falls, Ontario
1600 Kcs.
"Call to Worship Hour"
9:00-9:30 A.M.
Each Sunday
1380 Kcs.
CKPC, Brantford, Ontario
"Brethren in Christ Hour"
1260 Kcs.
Each Sunday 2:00—2:30 P. M.
WMPC, Lapeer, Mich.
P. M.
F i r s t Thursday of every month
12:15-1:15
Every Tuesday—transcription
Missionaries on Furlough
3:30 P. M.-3:45 P. M.
1510 Kcs.
Sr. Anna M. Eyster, 637 Third Avenue, Up- KOCS, Ontario, Calif.
land. California.
"Morning Melodies"
T r e a s u r e r s of t h e Church B o a r d s
Sr. B. Ella Gayman, 2001 Paxton St., HarEach Sunday
10:00 A. M.-10:16 A. M.
risburg, Pa.
WCHA, Chambersburg, Pa.
800 Kcs.
Executive Board: Harvey W. Hoke, West MilEld.
and
Sr.
Albert
Breneman,
West
Milton,
"The Gospel Tide Hour"
ton, Ohio; Canadian Treas., O. L. Heise,
Ohio.
Each Sunday
7:30—8:00 A. M.
Gormley, Ontario.
WCHA, Chambersburg, Pa.
800 Kcs.
Sr. Naomi Lady, Grantham, Pa.
1110
Foreign Mission Board: Carl J. Ulery, 1332
Maiden Lane, Springfield 28, Ohio; Canadian
"Gospel Words and Music"
Treas.: Win. Charlton, Stevensville. Ontario.
Each Saturday 12:35—1:00 P. M.
HOME MISSIONS
1270 Kcs.
Some Mission: Henry A. Ginder, Manheim,
WNAR, Norristown, Pa.
Pa., R. R. 2, Canadian Treas., Edward Gil"Gospel Words and Music"
City Missions
more, Lowbanks, Ontario.
Each Sunday 2:30—3:00 P. M.
Beneficiary: Jacob H. Bowers, Collegeville, Pa. Buffalo Mission: 25 Hawley St., Buffalo 13, N. WLBR, Lebanon, Pa.
Y.; Telephone—GRant 7706; Harry and Katie
Education: Homer G. Engle, Abilene, Kans.
"Gospel Words and Music"
Buckwalter, Anne Wyld, Viola Miller.
Canadian Treasurer: Earl M. Sider, Nantlcoke,
Each Saturday
12:35—1:00 P. M
Ontario.
Chicago Mission: 6039 Halstead Street, Chicago WKJG,
Fort Wayne, Indiana
1380 Kcs.
21, Illinois; Telephone — Wentworth 6-7122;
Publication Board: Charles E. Clouse, Nap"Gospel
Words
and
Music"
Carl J. Carlson, Pastor; Avas Carlson, Alice
panee, Indiana.
Each
Sunday
8:00—8:30
A.M.
Albright, Esther Kanode, Sara Brubaker.
Canton, Ohio
900 Kcs.
Sunday School Board: C. W. Boyer, 2223 N. Dayton Mission: 601 Taylor St., Dayton, Ohio; WAND,
"Christian
Fellowship
Mission"
Main St., Dayton 5. Ohio.
Each Sunday
12:30-1:00 P.M.
Telephone — HEmlock 3164; William and
Free l i t e r a t u r e and Traot Department: CharEvelyn Engle, Mary Brandt.
WPFB, Middletown, Ohio
910 Kcs.
les Clouse, Nappanee, Indiana.
"Gospel Lighthouse Hour"
Young People's Work: B. E. Thuma, R. R. 1, Detroit (God's l o v e Mission) 1524 Third Ave.,
Detroit,
Mich.;
Residence
—
3986
Humboldt
Each Sunday 8:00 - 8:30 A. M.
Marietta, Pa.; George C. Sheffer, Stayner,
Detroit 8, Mich.; Telephone—Tyler 5-1470;
Ont., Canadian Treas.
880 Kcs.
Harry and Catherine Hock, Mary Sentz, Ruth WRFD, Worthington, Ohio
Belief and Service Committee: John H. Hoff"Brethren in Christ Radio Broadcast"
Heisey.
man, Maytown, Pa.
Each Sunday
7:30 - 8:00 A. M.
Harrisburg (Messiah Lighthouse Mission) 1175
EVANGELISTIC SLATE
Industrial Relations Committee: C. W. Boyer,
Bailey St., Harrisburg, Pa.. Telephone—Har- WBUX, Quakertown,
Pa.
1570 Kcs
Sec'y., 2223 N. Main St., Dayton 5, Ohio.
risburg 26488; Joel and Faithe Carlson, Anna Allisonia, Va
March 22-April 9
"Sunday Bible Hour"
Wolgemuth,
Mildred
Winger,
Elizabeth
KaEvangelist, Eld. Isaac
S. Kanode
Women's Missionary Prayer Circle: Mrs. Car)
node.
Each Sunday
12:30-1:00
P.M.
J. Carlson, Secretary, 6039 Halstead, Chi«
March 12-April 2
cago 21, Illinois; Mrs. Jacob Hock, Treaa>
MasslUon (Christian Fellowship Mission) 118 Des Moines, Iowa
urer, Resevoir Street, Chambersburg, Pa.
South Ave., S.E., Massillon, Ohio; Telephone
Evangelist, Eld. Marshall Winger
—2-3804; Eli Hostetler, Pastor; Lloyd Hostetler, Assistant Pastor; Lydia Hostetler,
Doris Rohrer, Minnie Bicher.
FOREIGN MISSIONARIES
LOVE FEASTS
Orlando Mission: 1712 Cook St., Orlando, Fla.;
.
Africa
Telephone—4312; Charles and Myrtle Nye.
Michigan Spring Love Feasts
General Superintendent: Bishop and Sr. H. Philadelphia Mission: 3423 North Second St., Detroit
April 23
H. Brubaker, P. O. Box 711, Bulawayo, So.
April 29-30
Philadelphia 40, Pa.; Telephone—NE 4-6431; Gladwin
Rhodesia, South Africa.
Merrill
May 6-7
William and Anna Rosenberry, Anita BrechMooretown
May 13-14
bill.
Matopo Mission: P. B. 191T, Bulawayo, S. RhoLeonard
_
_...May
20-21
desia, South Africa, Eld. and Sr. Elmer Eyer,
May 27-28
Francisco (Life Line Gospel Mission) 224 Carland
Eld. and Sr. L. B. Sider, Sr. Elizabeth Engle, San
Sixth St., San Francisco 3, Calif.; Residence
Sr. Mary C. Kreider, Sr. Fanny Longenecker.
Ohio
—311 Scott St., San Francisco 17, Calif.: TeleSr. Dorothy M. Martin, Sr. Mary Breneman,
phone—UNderhiU
1-4820; Eli, Jr. and Leona Christian Fellowship Mission, Communion
and Sr. Lula Asper.
Service
Thursday evening April 6
Hostetler, Erma Hoke, Edith Davidson.
Mtshabeii Mission, P. B. 102M, Bulawayo, 8. Stowe Mission: 527 Glasgow St., Stowe, Pa.: Chestnut Grove, Spring Communion
Rhodesia, South Africa. Elder & Sr. D.
Saturday, April 8
Telephone — Pottstown 1211J; Harold and
B. Hall, Elder & Sr. Roy H. Mann, Sr.
Alice Wolgemuth.
Beulah Chapel, Spring Communion
Annie Winger, Sr. Martha Kauffman, Sr.
Anna Wolgemuth, Sr. Beth L. Winger, Eld. Welland Mission: 36 Elizabeth St., Welland,
Sunday evening, April 9
and Sr. Bert Winger, and Sr. Mabel Frey.
Ontario, Canada; Telephone—3192; Earl Bos- Fairview
Saturday and Sunday, May 6-7
sert, Pastor; Pauline Hess, Florence Faus.
Valley
Chapel
Sat.
and Sun., May 13-14
Wanes! Mission, Filabusi, S. Rhodesia, South.
Highland
Sat. and Sun., May 27-28
Africa. Elder and Sr. Arthur Climenhaga,
Sippo
Valley
Sat.
and Sun. preceding
Eld. and Sr. Chester 'Wingert, Sr. Anna R.
General Conference
Engle, and Sr. Florence Hensel.
RTTKAL MISSIONS
Kentucky
Macha Mission. Choma, N. Rhodesia, South Allisonia, Virginia (Farrig Mines) Paul and
Fellowship Meeting
Sun., Mar. 26
Africa, Eld. and Sr. J. Elwood Hershey, Sr.
Ruth Wolgemuth, Esther Greenawalt, Ida Beulah Chapel
Verna Ginder, Sr. Ruth Hunt and Sr. Verda
Lue
Hane.
Moyer.
Sat. afternoon and evening, April 29
Bloomfleld, New Mexico, c.o. Blanco Trading
Slkalonga Mission, Choma, N. Rhodesia, South
Post (Navajo Indian Mission) Lynn and Eli- Evangel Chapel
Africa. Elder & Sr. David Climenhaga, Sr
nor Nicholson, Rosa Eyster, Dorothy Charles.
Sat. afternoon and evening, May 20
Rhoda Lenhert, Sr. Anna Graybill, and Sr.
Pennsylvania
X>ellsl«, Saskatchewan, Canada I Pearl Jonas.
Edna Lehman.
Cross Roads (Lane. Co., Pa.)
April 12-13
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Weddings
KENNEY-LOGAN—On February 17, Miss
Helen Beatrice Logan, daughter of ,Sr. Elva
Logan, and the late W. J. Logan, of Meath
Park, Saskatchewan, became the bride of Mr.
Ralph N. Kenney, son of Mr. and Mrs. Norman
Kenney, of Shipman, Saskatchewan. The ceremony was witnessed by about fifty relatives
and friends of the bridal couple, and was performed in the North Star Brethren in Christ
Church by the pastor, Eld. E. D. Brechbill.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenney are making their home
in Smeaton, Saskatchewan. We pray that they
will take the Lord as their Saviour as they
travel life's road together.
VAN BROCKLIN-WEAVER—On February 8,
in the Cheapside church, Betty, daughter of
Bro. and Sr. Clayton Weaver, became t h e bride
of Mr. William Van Brocklin of Simcoe. Eld.
E. M. Sider officiated at the ceremony. May
the Lord bless this union.

Births
BAILEY—Mr. and Mrs. Charles Bailey, R.
D. 1, Mount Joy, Pa., were very happy on November 18, 1949 when little Donald came to
bless their home.
BAILEY—Claude and Fern Bailey of near
Chino, California, became the happy parents of
Lucille F e r n on Sept. 16, 1949.
BERT—Bro. and Sr. David Bert of the
Mowersville congregation are happy to announce the birth of their second child, Dons
Jean, horn January 30, 1950.
BERT—Theodore Eugene came on Sept. 21,
1949 to bless the home of Dwight and Faye
Bert of Upland, California.
BNG-IE—On Oct. 30, 1949, Gordon and
Eunice Hoover Engle of Upland, California,
welcomed Theodore Eugene into their home.
LONGANECKER—The arrival of Doris
Marie on August 12, 1949, gladdened the home
of Martin and Pauline Longanecker of Chino,
California.
MANN—Leroy and Arvie Mann of Goshen,
Ind., are the happy parents of a son, David
LeRoy, born February 27, 1950.
MtTSSBK—Carl Wenger came on June 1,
1949 to add blessing to the home of Harold
and Elva Musser of Upland, California.
MUSSER—On May 10, 1949, Grace Lucille
came into the home of Alvin and Hope Musser
of Upland, California.
MUSSER—Jay Robert came to bless the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Elias Musser, R. D. 1.
Mount Joy, on Friday, February 17, 1950.
SENTZ—Mr. and Mrs. Robert Sentz, Mount
Joy, gave Shirley Elaine a hearty welcome
when she arrived on F e b r u a r y 24, 1950.
STTJMP—Harvey and Lorainne ,Stump of
Upland, California, welcomed Sonja into their
home on June 11, 1949.
WING-ERT—Bro. and Sr. Samuel Wingert
of the Mowersville congregation are the proud
parents of a son, Donald Lee, born January
30, 1950.
ZOOK—On July 15, 1949, Robert and Elsie
Zook of Upland, California, were made happy
by the arrival of Robert Eldon.

An Humble Heart
To be in a storm of distress and sorely
tempted and tried in manifold ways and
yet not to advertise it, but tell it all out
to God in secret urayer, and keep a calm,
peaceful spirit, and to walk calmly before
our fellows, and give them the sunshine
even when the heart is bleeding and the
mind is perplexed with manifold trials—
this is proof of a truly humble, loving
heart.—C. D. Watson.
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Obituaries
FAIR—Mrs. Fannie Fair, 89, widow of
Frank Fair, died on February 15, 1950 a t
the home of her son, Benjamin H. Fair, Florin,
Penna. Mrs. Fair, who was a member of the
Cross Roads Brethren in Christ Church, is
survived by three sons, Benjamin H., with
whom she resided; Frank H., Salunga, Penna.,
and Christian H., Millersville, Penna. Thirtythree grandchildren and a sister, Mrs. Emma
Peiffer, Mount Joy, Penna., also survive.
Funeral services were held at the Cross
Roads Brethren in Christ Church, Lancaster
Co., Pa. In charge of the service was Bishop
I. W. Musser and as a text he chose to read
Rev. 14:13. Elder Paul W. McBeth assisted in
the service. Interment took place in the Cross
Roads cemetery.
HOOVER—Benjamin Brechbill Hoover, son
of Elizabeth and Benjamin Hoover, was born
six miles north of Detroit, Kansas, April 14,
1884.
He has lived in Dickinson and Clay counties
all his life, except the five years he lived in
Calhoun County, Iowa.
He passed away March 1, 1950, ten miles
southwest of Clay Center, Kansas, a t the age
of 65 years, 10 months and 15 days.
In the year 1932 he was converted and remained a faithful Christian until his death. In
his late sickness he loved to talk of the saving grace of God and of God's goodness to
him.
On November 24, 1915, he was united in
marriage to Anna Decker of Farmhamville,
Iowa. He is survived by his wife and two
sons and two daughters: Charles Hoover of
Midway in the .South Pacific, submarine division of the navy; Lyle Hoover, of Abilene,
Kansas; Bertha Baisch, of St. Louis, Mo.; and
Laberta Book of Talmage, Kans. Also four
grandchildren and the following brothers and
sisters: Mrs. Mary Dayhoff of West Hollywood, Calif.; Mrs. Bertha Dayhoff of Upland,
Calif.; Mrs. Sarah Hoover of Upland, Calif.;
David and Irvin of Detroit, Kansas, besides a
number of cousins, nieces and nephews. Preceding him in death are his parents, and two
brothers. A large number of friends keenly
feel their loss, but know t h a t their loss is his
gain. He was a kind and faithful husband,
I and a loving father.
Funeral services were held at the Bethel
Church and burial followed in the adjoining
cemetery. Elder Wane Calwell and Bishop R.
I. Witter were in charge of services.
MYERS—Henry J. Myers was born in Germany, April 22, 1873 and passed away January 2, 1950 at the home of his grandson and
wife, Mr. and Mrs. Earnest L. Myers of Harrisburg, Penna.
He was united in marriage to Annie Russel
of Martinsburg, December 30, 1897, and to this
union were born two sons, Franklin and Russel, and one daughter, all of whom preceded
Bro. Myers in death.
Bro. Myers came from Germany to the
States, through the aid of an uncle, a t the
age of sixteen. He farmed near Martinsburg
for quite a number of years.
He was a faithful member of the Brethren
in Christ Church of Martinsburg, attending
services regularly until his health failed him.
Funeral services were held in the Martinsburg Brethren in Christ Church in charge of
Eld. Isaac Kanode and Eld. Andrew Slagenweit. Burial took place in the Spring Hope
cemetery at Martinsburg.
REIST—J. B. Reist, 73, of 215 S. Front St..
Harrisburg, Pa., died in the veteran's hospital
of Lebanon, Feb. 12, 1950.
Funeral services were held from the Baker
Funeral Home, Harrisburg, Feb. 15, with the
Rev. I. O. Musser, pastor of Messiah Home
Chapel, in charge. Bro. Musser used as his
text: "Look Unto Me and Be Saved."
Mr. Reist being a Spanish-American W a r
Veteran, the veterans observed military rights
at the cemetery in Paxtang.
Mr. Reist frequently attended the Messiah
Home services in past years. He is survived
by one sister of same address, and one daugh-

The Pennsylvania State Council will convene in North Franklin District at the Air
-Hill Church on April 5 and 6. Inspirational
programs will be given on Wednesday, beginning a t 1:30 P. M. by the State Sunday
School Board, by Messiah College, and by
the State Home Mission Board.
The business sessions of the Council will
begin Thursday at 9:00 A. M.
Programs of the Sunday School, of Messiah College, and of the State Mission
Board appear below.
Joel E. Carlson, State Secretary
Sunday School Program
Wednesday, April 5, 1950
1:30 Devotions
1:45 "The Strategic Position of the Sunday School"
:
Bishop Henry A. Ginder
Manheim, Pa.
Message in Song
2:20 "The Encouraging and Discouraging
Aspects of Our Sunday School Work"
C. Z. Musser, Grantham, Pa.
Messiah College Program
3:00-4:00 P. M.
Eld. R. H. Wenger, Chairman
Messiah College Looking Ahead
I. "Why Offer Upper Division Courses in
Religious Education?"
Jacob G. Kuhns
Music
College Ladies Quartet
II. "Why Seek Accreditation for Our College?"
Bishop C. N. Hostetten, Jr.
Open Discussion Period.
State Home Mission Board Program
Theme: "Harvesting" (Joel 3:13, 14)
6:45 Song Service
7:00 Devotion
7:15 "Casting the Sickle" (Joel 3:13)
Eld. Paul McBeth
7:55 "Gleaning the Neglected"
Sr. Mary Wenger
8:20 "Hasten! The Day of the Lord is
Near" (Joel 3:14)
Bishop Luke Keefer
ter of Piqua, Ohio; also a score of nieces and
nephews, among whom is Jonas Tingst of
same address, Naomi Tingst, and Mrs. Susan
Asper of Harrisburg.
STUMP—Mrs. Lydia Stump 87, of Nappanee, Indiana, died March 5, 1950 after an illness of two years.
She was born February 13, 1863, a daughter
of Henry and Matilda Troup. Her husband.
Bishop John A. Stump whom she married in
1906, preceded her in death.
,She was a member of the Union Grove
Brethren In Christ Church.
Surviving are seven step children: Charles
R. of Marion, Ind.; Oscar of Garrett, Ind.:
Clayton of North Hollywood, Calif.; Mrs.
Edith Felgar of Burkburnett, Texas; Mrs.
Ruth Carroll of New Paris, Ind.; Milton of
Elkhart, Ind.; and Bishop Carl G. of Nappanee, Ind.; also a brother Samuel Troup, Michigan; and a sister Mrs. I. W. Duker of Goshen,
Ind.
Services were in charge of Eld. Carl J. Carlson of Chicago, assisted by Eld. Virgil Feaster.
THOMPSON—Harry W. Thompson was born
April 2, 1904 and died February 20, 1950, aged
45 years, 10 months and 18 days. He was a
son of the late George and Mary Shumper
Thompson.
Bro. Thompson was a member of the Brethren in Christ Church.
Besides his wife Lizzie Emenheiser Thompson, he is survived by the following children;
Margaret, wife of Roy Frey, Parkesburg, Pa.,
H a r r y C , John A., J. Christian, Paul E., Joseph E., Glenn L., and Mary Ann, all at home.
Also three sisters: Mrs. Harmon Walker and
Mrs. Maud Dubs both of Harrisburg, Pa., and
Mrs. Martha Hornsbee, Philadelphia, Pa.
Funeral services were conducted from the
Miller Funeral Home, Elizabethtown, Pa., followed by services in the Mt. Pleasant Brethren in Christ Church. Interment in the adjoining cemetery.
Services in charge of Bishop Henry A.
Ginder, Eld. C. H. Moyer and Eld. Graybill
Wolgemuth. Texts: I Samuel 20:3 (last clause)
Acts 24:24, 25.
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With the Church
Christian Fellowship Mission, Massillon, O.
On March 1 we started our winter revival. Bro. Samuel Lady served as evangelist. We again had a very good meeting.
There were a number of seekers, twenty-one
in all. There were some real victories won
for those that were willing to pay the price
and go through with God. The meeting
closed March 16, with good interest.
On March 25, we had our first council
meeting here at the Mission. We thank God
that our work has grown to the extent that
it was our privilege to have a council meeting. One of the interesting features of the
meeting was the appointment of a steward.
On Sunday, March 26, Bro. and Sr. Silvanus
Miller were received into Church fellowship. We also had a short dedication service for Bro. and Sr. Monroe Oakes who were
chosen for our Stewards. Rev. Dale Ulery
was with us for both services.
If the Lord tarries His coming, we expect
to have communion service on Thursday
evening, April 6 and a Good Friday service
on April 7. We extend an invitation to any
of the Brethren to come and enjoy these
services with us. If any ministering brother
could come, let us know and we will assign
you a topic for the Good Friday service
program. We appreciate very much your
kind cooperation and support of the Mission with your prayers and financial support.
Eli and Lydia Hostetler and workers.
Cross Roads, Lancaster Co., Pa.
Since the need for another minister at
Cross Roads arose, Sunday morning, February 12, was the date set for the election.
Bishop I. W. Mussen read some very appropriate scriptures and commented on
them before the election. After a brief season of prayer, the votes were cast. Bro.
and Sr. Paul Z. Hess have been elected. As
a congregation, we want to stand back of
them in our prayers and our church attendance.
Knifley, Ky.
The Lord gave us wonderful weather this
winter making it possible for us not to
miss any appointments, except one because
of rain.
The attendance in our Gospel Hall Sunday School has been greatly increased.
This increased attendance has been due to
the fact that as a church and community,
old and young pulled together. Where there
is unity there is strength.
Feb. 9, Bro. and Sr. Laban Wingert and
Bro. and Sr. Ira Lesher of Chambersburg
stopped in overnight enroute to Florida.
Bro. Wingert spoke at our prayer meeting.
His remarks were enjoyed by all present.
We welcomed the Ohio folks who came to
visit our Sunday Schools. The Sunday
School Convention was time well spent.
God bless our Sunday School teachers and
workers.
We want to thank the unknown friend or
friends who donated a much needed new,
electric "Thor" Washing Machine to the
Knifley Station. God bless you for every
sacrifice.
Pray for us as we begin our Bible Schools
this week.
Dorothy Kanode.

V I S I T O R

In The Homeland
The Revival at Grantham

The late Dr. R. A. Torrey one time explained that the success of any religious
campaign depends on the intercessory prayers of a consecrated prayer band. For weeks
before the revival meetings commenced at
Grantham, both the school and community
people prayed earnestly that a great awakening of religious fervor might come our
way. God in His own way answered the
prayers of these groups and of individuals
who were not enrolled in any organized
prayer band.
A distinctive feature in the preparation^
for the Grantham revival campaign was the"
request of some of the Gospel team group
of the college to have a special room set
apart as prayer room where anyone who
desired could enter at any time and pray to
God. The regular Chapel room of the college was set apart fori the purpose. Certain
classes were greatly inconvenienced by this
arrangement but it should ever be remembered that consecration seemingly always
produces natural inconvenience.
As usual, the revival meetings started
the first night of the Messiah College Bible
Conference. A number came to the altar of
prayer during those days. The Monday
night following the last day of Bible Conference, which always closes on a Sunday,
marked the high turning point in the meeting. That night and every night following,
scores of students, some members of the
faculty and quite a number from the community lined the altar of prayer from one
side of the auditorium to the other. Meetings usually closed around ten o'clock for
the general congregation. Altar services
often continued until 1:00 A. M.
To give a detained report of all the happenings of the altar services is impossible.
Prayers, supplications, confessions of guilt
and need poured forth from the hundreds of
seekers who were at the altar during the
meetings. From the beginning to the end
no high pressure methods were used but
the Spirit of the Holy One hovered over the
assembly in a most blessed and convincing
way. As individuals would come to the
loud-speaker to talk, a holy, quietness pervaded the atmosphere and the whole room
was filled with the Holy Spirit's presence.
The testimony of quite a number of the
believers of Grantham and neighboring districts was to the effect that never before in
their time could they remember so great a
religious fervor and awakening as was seen
in this meeting. The Holy Spirit was in
direct control of the meeting with Bishop E.
J. Swalm and the Grantham workers as
media of administration. To God alone belongs all the glory for all that was done
under His guidance. May He which hath
begun a good work perform it until the day
of the Lord Jesus.
John A. Climenhaga
Mowersville Congregation, Penna.
On January 29 Brother Monroe Dourte
of Manheim, Pa., came to labor as evangelist at the Mowersville Church. Brother
Dourte came to us in his usual spirit of
simplicity and devotedness and brought
messages that were owned of God in bringing conviction of sin and repentance.
On the last Sunday morning of the series
as Brother Dourte was giving the Decision
Day talk to the Sunday School, the Holy
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Spirit came on the meeting in a tender
wave of conviction. Several of the scholars
yielded to the Lord. The remaining three
services were owned of God in opening the
windows of heaven and pouring out His
blessing. Two were very definitely sanctified. Others were saved and then there
were those who went deeper with the Lord.
We are happy for the blessing of the
Lord which maketh rich, and indeed we feel
that God has again visited His people. Our
gratitude goes to Brother Dourte for his
labor of love. May the Lord mightily use
him in the great work of preaching the
gospel.
David H. Wenger, Jr.
Upland (Beulah) College, Upland, Calif.
On Sunday afternoon, 'February 19, in
the College Chapel, Dr. Henry G. Brubaker
was installed as the sixth president of Upland (Beulah) College. Bishop J. F. Lady,
retiring president, made the transfer of
Keys and gave the charge. Dr. Brubaker
responded with an address, "The Mission of
the Christian Liberal Arts College." Educators from various Christian Colleges of
Southern California were present. As a
part of the program Alvin C. Burkholder,
Director of Public Relations, released information concerning the general drive for
funds throughout the Brotherhood this
year.
Several outstanding programs have been
given on the campus in recent months. Phil
Kerr, nationally known song writer, Marilynn Hall, converted opera singer, and
Arnie Hartman, recently converted professional accordianist, brought inspiration to
a large crowd by their musical talents and
personal testimonies.
The manifestation of God's presence was
felt in the service, February 18, when Rev.
Armin Guesswein, nationally known sponsor
of prayer groups, gave a stirring message
on Revivals and Prayer.
Several new students were enrolled at
the opening of the Second Semester. The
total enrollment this year is nearing the
two-hundred mark.
The College Choral is planning a ten day
spring tour which will take them north
through the San Joaquin Valley and the
San Francisco Bay area. The Choral has
been well received in their annual Christmas program and their appearance at the
installation service.
Eight Gospel Teams of approximately
ten students each hold services at ten regular appointments within a radius of fifty
miles from the college. The students find
challenging opportunities for Christian
service and evangelism in these ten appointments—four outlying churches, two
delinquent boys' camps, two prisons, and
two rescue missions—and are often privileged to see souls saved as the fruits of
their efforts. The activities of these eight
Gospel Teams, together with the teaching
and administrative opportunities of a halfdozen outlying Sunday Schools, constitute
the spiritual laboratories of Upland College, and the thrilling Monday morning
chapel reports of Sunday activities is evidence that the students themselves receive
as great benefit from their efforts as the
people to whom they minister.
The week of February 13-17 was set aside
as a period of special revival fellowship.
Even prior to this time God was laying a
heavy burden upon the hearts of students
and faculty for the spiritual needs of the
college. Special bonfire prayer groups were
springing up here and there on the campus.
Brother Alvin Burkholder was God's messenger during the chapel services. In his
characteristic manner, forceful, uncompromising, yet heart warming, he opened
(Continued on page thirteen)
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On The Foreign Field
India Missionary Council
Shirley E. Bitner
Saharsa
Feb. 20, 1950
to the Visitor

quirers and for new convents. Bro. Dick
will do the translation work of this course.
Missionary appointments this year have
had very little change. The Buckwalters
will be going to Bunmanki and will immediately start the building program there.
Sr. Arnold has been released for one year
to work as school nurse in Darjeeling. For
the past year she has not been well and on
doctor's advice has taken this appointment.
As we look forward to another year of
service we are challenged by the crying
need on all sides. Pray for your India coworkers.
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I shall be very pleased to hear from you
as I spent a few very happy days at the
Mission. With Christian love I remain
Yours in Christ,
Herbert Stennett
•
Look for the Waymarks
(Enclosure)
Look for the waymarks as you journey on,
Look for the waymarks passing one by one
Down through the ages past the kingdoms
four.
Where are we standing? Look the waymarks o'er.

Greetings from India
Readers.
It is indeed a delight fori me to share
with you in the homeland the high lights of
our Annual Council at Saharsa. Monday
First the Assyrian ruled the world;
evening, 'Feb. 8 our co-workers came in
Then Medo-Persia's barriers were unfurled;
from Barjora, Madhipura and Monghyr.
And after Greece held universal sway
This year our missionary group numbered
Rome seized the scepter.—Where are we
twenty-three—the largest to ever serve in
P. O. Box 711,
today ?
our mission work here. Two tents, the
Bulawayo,
widow's home and the teachers' quarters
28th February, 1950
accommodated our guests. We were a large, Dear Brother Hostetter,
happy family in the Lord and felt His presSome Experiences of a Nurse
We are sending herewith a copy of a
ence very near.
letter written by a Mr. Stennett, who conat Work
Morning and evening found us at the tacted Brother Steigerwald some years ago.
family altar, mingling our voices in prayer I thought this was worth publishing in the
and praise. You can't imagine what it Visitor. It is a testimony to the witness
Verda Moyer
meant to us to fellowship with so many and influence of missionaries in what might
people of our own race and to praise the be considered incidental contacts.
Each Sunday morning while the mission
Lord in our native tongue.
The police camp at which this man was is having Sunday School in church, I have
Tuesday morning Bro. Dick opened our situated was then about ten miles from a service for my patients at the hospital. As
council with a heart-searching, challeng- Matopo Mission. I do not know the cir- I look into the faces before me I see quite
ing message, "The Touch of God", taken cumstances of the experience which he men- a different group than when I was here
from Daniel 9 and 10. Tears flowed as God tioned. I remember some of the older mis- sixteen years ago. I see some faithful
spoke to each of our hearts and we realized sionaries' speaking about it, but details are church members, then close by I see some
our dire need of a revival and a real touch now too vague in my mind. It is clear, backslidden members, some that have hardfrom Heaven. The Lord was with us and however, that he received a definite experi- ened their hearts and do not care, school
we thank Him for answered prayer. In the ence of salvation and has down through the children that have left us and gone back
evening our younger set put on a skit years remained faithful. We thank God for on God. Then we have the real raw heathen
that have never repented.
called, "Silver Memories." This was im- this witness.
Time does change things. We now have
mediately followed by a dinner in-honour of
If you see fit to publish it, I shall be glad.
a hospital that is much too small for all
Bro. and Sr. Paulus' silver wedding anniYours sincerely,
the patients. Now the people are not afraid
versary.
H. H. Brubaker.
to come for medicine and to stay here for
Wednesday was a high day in our countreatment. Our little four bed maternity
cil as it was a day set aside for Bible study,
Norcot,
ward many times was overflowing with
discussion on current problems, and prayer.
Billingboro,
mothers and babies. We had a record of
The special music given by the Buckwalters,
Lincolnshire, England.
ninety-three for 1949. For the last three
the ladies' quartette and by our soloist, Sr.
December 6th, 1949
years they have been increasing by twenty
Hare, added to the spirit of the day.
Dear Brethren,
to twenty-five each year. They have learned
Sunday morning the jeep stood in front
I am quite sure that my name must have
and they know they get much betof the bungalow while hurried preparations been forgotten long since by now, but Ma- to come
treatment than in their unsanitary conwere being made for a journey. Yes, nine topo Mission will never pass out of my ter
in the villages. Some of these cases
of us went to our outstation at Soar, a memory. It was during 1903-1904 that I ditions
very hard treatment by the old heathen
distance of six miles. The roads were such came to know Bro. Steigerwald and others get
I want to give you the total numas to barely allow a speed of ten miles per at the Mission. At that time I was sta- women.
of treatments we gave for 1949: Outhour, but we arrived safely and our hearts tioned at Fort Usher with the B. S. A. ber
that came daily to be treated were
rejoiced as we listened to about 150 chil- Police and whilst there the Lord came into patients Inpatients
that stayed at the hosdren repeating scripture and singing Chris- my life in a very wonderful way. It was 23,052.
tian songs. These village children will long Bro. Steigerwald who showed me great pital and were treated each day were 8,654.
Many of the people that come to the hosremember the special music and flannel- kindness and kept me at the Mission for the
pital for treatment never come near the
graph story given by the missionaries.
night during a crisis in my spiritual life.
mission other times. We have a great opMany years have passed since then but portunity to witness for Christ to them. My
Some of the results of our counciling I
will also share with you. We plan a full the Lord has never failed me although I Sunday morning service I usually give an
season of touring this year. Bro. and Sr. have often failed Him. What changes have invitation for them to stay for prayer. I
Engle have been appointed to attend Sing- come over the world since those days, and am glad for the response I have had at difeshwar Mela and from then until the rains are we not seeing the Word of God being ferent times. I want to share some of my
we hope to keep our two tents out on fulfilled before our eyes?
experiences in dealing with them and then
tour. One tent will be pitched near a small
It has been my greatest joy to attend the you can help to pray for them. They are a
Christian community at Logani, the other Keswick Convention and it was there that needy people.
tent will be used by Sr. Dick and Sr. Buck- God was made very real and precious to me.
Two backslidden members said they were
waiter to tour among the Santals.
For many years now I have mentioned members in Sr. Davidson's time. They said
Since two tents can do only a limited you every morning in my prayers and shall they wanted to return to the Lord. Another
amount of work, we also plan to spend a still continue to do so. One of my greatest backslidden woman said she could not sleep
few weeks at two of our outstations. Sr. joys is to look forward to that day when at night because her heart was troubling
Rohrer will go to Begulsarai and live for a He, my risen Lord, shall return, and I am her so much. The Lord was speaking to her.
few weeks with an old Indian lady and will glad to say that many Christians believe One woman wanted prayer. She is a church
carry the gospel from home to home in the that that day is drawing nigh.
member. Her husband died and now her
town. The other ladies from Saharsa will
On January 8, I am taking a service at people want to give her to an old heathen
arrange to spend some time at Soar. They one of our chapels. Please think of me and man with other wives. She cried and
will live with our evangelist and his family pray that God may give me a message.
seemed quite troubled and afraid of what
and help in the Sunday School and village
The enclosed is taken from the notes in her people were going to do. A school girl
work. Sr. Steckley plans to spend some a new Bible I have just bought. The spirit- that was a member at one time has fallen
time in an Anglo-Indian community north ual life is at a very low state with us here into sin. She said she had lived with three
of Barjora.
in England. The churches in general are men at different times. She wanted to give
A committee has been appointed to draw very poorly attended and people are lovers up all and live a Christian life again. A
girl that was sick with syphilis because of
up a uniform course of instruction for in- of pleasure more than lovers of God.
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sin in her, life, wanted prayer. A boy who
stayed for prayer said he was not faithful
in coming to services. A class member said
she went to a witch doctor to divine and
find out who was causing her to be sick.
Two women stayed for prayer who are
members of the Church of England and
said they were weak in their Christian
lives. Three that are Seventh Day Adventists stayed for prayer. They said they
were not faithful and wanted prayer. An
elderly woman is a school girl's mother and
had never repented before. An old school
girl in Sr. Davidson's time wants to come
back again and follow the Christian way.
A young girl repented for the first time.
Two elderly women who live nean the mission that never repented before seemed so
ignorant of how to pray and what they
needed to do to repent.
These are some cases I talked to personally. A poor soul who had tuberculosis
never repented before and said she never
went to services. She did not know how to
repent. Some said they were too old to
repent. Other cases who have second wives
and have a hard way to travel. A maternity
case which I had, said she was a second
wife by force. Her people beat her till she
had to go with the man. She had at one
time been ready to be baptized and enter
the church.
An old backslidden teacher with a second
wife, had her child here who was sick. I
spoke to him and he was not happy in the
way he is going but is not ready yet to give
up all and follow the Lord again. Joni is
an old member for years who took another
wife. His child from this wife was sick and
died. He seemed very tender-hearted and
was easy to talk to. He comes to church
quite often. He needs our prayers very
much.
I am glad for the contacts I have with
some of our faithful members who come to
me at times of illness. God has answered
prayer for them so many times. As these
people leave the hospital, my prayers go
with them. They need your prayers. Many
of these are more sick in their souls than in
their bodies. My prayer is that I will meet
some of these poor souls around the great
White Throne.
—Macha Mission, Choma, N. Rhodesia
—
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Saharsa Calendar
January 26—Republic Day, a truly memorable day for the new, sovereign, democratic republic of India! This day marks
the commencement of the new constitution
of India which secures to all citizens of the
Republic: "JUSTICE, social, economic and
political; LIBERTY of thought, expression,
belief, faith and worship; EQUALITY of
status and of opportunity." Raising the
flag, processions and public meetings marked the day.
January 27—And still India celebrates
with sports and contest programs; distributing of sweets to students and feeding the poor. The changing attitude toward the education of girls was expressed
in that the girls' schools were invited to
participate in the processions and sports
program. Missionaries, too, received a
special invitation from the district magistrate to attend the police parade and program yesterday.
January 30—We are living in a new India! Today Sr. Rohrer witnessed a sight
in the bazaar such as she has never seen in
all the thirty-seven years since coming to
India. Coming down the road toward her
were half a dozen well dressed men and in
their hands were jharus (street brooms),
with which they were sweeping out the
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gutters, collecting the filth of the road and
then burning it. They were apparently not
of the low caste people who customarily do
that work. Upon inquiry she was told they
were Brahmans, the highest caste. Indeed a tangible evidence of the breaking
down of the caste system and a public example that work is honorable.
Today marks the second anniversary of
the death of Gandhi and was a holiday in
the schools. In our own school the children
met for prayers and the Bible class, at
which time one of the teachers read the
story of the crucifixion and in commenting
on it, very plainly told the children that
Jesus died, but rose again, therefore we
have faith in Him as our Redeemer and not
in Gandhi, who died and is still dead. We
thank God for the Hindu girls who attend
our school and continually receive Bible instruction and at such a time, the positive
testimony of a teacher.
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February 2—This being Thursday, it was
the evening of our weekly missionary prayer meeting. Sr. Bitner was the leader and
brought to us a timely and challenging message from the book of Esther. In the story
of Esther we find an analogy with the position of the missionary in India today.
Esther, representing the Christian church
in India, was nurtured by her uncle, who
may be representative of the missionary.
He was anxious concerning her welfare and
even after entering the king's palace he
continued his watchfulness, but there came
a time when Esther had to make her own
decision and take her stand or refuse to
do so. Now all that her uncle could do was
to intercede and trust God to bring her
through the test triumphantly.
Today the Indian church is facing a testing time, in some places in a more advanced stage of testing than in others. But
all India is in a state of change and the
Church is not excluded, nor is the mission
program. The question is this, Have they
My Lord, My Love, Was Crucified been instructed and guided so that now
they will stand the test? And, will we fill
our place in lifting up a mighty force of
John Mason
prayer on their behalf?
February 4—Yesterday and today were
My Lord, my Love, was crucified,
filled with the numerous duties in preparaHe all the pains did bear;
tion for the convening of General Council
But in the sweetness of His rest
next week and the entertaining of the enHe makes His servants share.
tire missionary staff. This year there will
be seventeen missionaries and seven chilHow sweetly rest Thy saints above
dren, the largest number that have ever
Which in Thy bosom lie!
been on the field at one time. The first of
The Church below doth rest in hope
the group arrived this evening, the Buckwaiters from Monghyr and Srs. RosenOf that felicity.
berger and Arnold who returned from CalThou, Lord, who daily feed'st Thy sheep, cutta.
February 5—In the worship service this
Mak'st them a weekly feast;
morning Bro. Buckwalter spoke and this
Thy flocks meet in their several folds
evening Sr. Buckwalter played her accorUpon this day of rest.
dion and brought a lesson with the flannelgraph which pointed out that men seek
Welcome and dear unto my soul
to reach heaven by many ways but only the
Are these sweet feasts of love;
cross can bridge the gap from earth to
But what a Sabbath shall I keep
heaven and cause any soul to safely reach
When I shall rest above!
the heavenly gates.
February 6-13—The last of our missionI bless Thy wise and wondrous love,
ary family arrived after eight o'clock this
evening, February 6. After they had eaten,
Which binds us to be free;
all met in the drawing room for evening
Which makes us leave our earthly snares, prayers.
From that very first meeting until
That we may come to Thee.
we met for our last evening together just
one week later the presence of the Lord
I come, I wait, I hear, I pray!
was very real in our midst. Unity and love
Thy footsteps, Lord, I trace!
prevailed and very definite answers to
I sing to think this is the way
prayer and guidance were so evident all
Unto my Saviour's face!
along the way.
February 14—Most of our family have
—Selected.
departed for their own stations today, after
a week of blessed fellowship. Bro. BuckToday Bro. and Sr. Engle and Lista waiter will leave for Banmankhi tomorrow
Paulus returned from a four-day visit to by way of Monghyr. The two tents on the
Barjora. Anita Hoke accompanied them compound were taken down today a n d
and will visit with us until council meeting everyone is trying to get back to normal
next week. This was Bro. and Sr. Engle's work again.
first visit to Barjora since coming to the
February 16—This morning Bro. and Sr.
field eleven months ago.
Engle got off to the Mela to set up camp
January 31—Bro. Engle left for Banman- there for the next couple weeks. We pray
khi to bring the touring equipment in pre- for them and the Indian workers and for a
paration for Singeshwar Mela the week of profitable camp and contacts which will
February 14. This equipment has been serv- mean souls won for the Lord.
ing at Banmankhi the past ten months
February 20—Sr. Buckwalter and Joanne
while building work has been underway left early this morning to join Bro. Buckthere. What touring equipment we have is waiter in Banmankhi. We have heard today
in bad condition and the tent practically be- that work at the Mela is bringing good conyond repair. We are indeed grateful for the tacts. On Friday when Sr. Yoder and I
gifts that have made possible the purchas- visited there a local high school headmaster
ing of one new missionary tent. We had and government publicity officer called at
hoped this might arrive in time for the the tent and after a discussion with Bro.
mela, but that is not certain a t all.
Engle, one bought a Bible and expressed
February 1—Bro. Engle returned this a desire to have some Christian books in
evening having cycled thirty-six miles yes- the reading room of his high school. May
terday from Madhipura to Banmankhi and the Lord continue to bring us in contact
about thirty miles today from Murliganj to with seeking, honest hearts.
Saharsa.
Erma Hare
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(Continued from page ten)
God's Word to us. The Holy Spirit was
faithful. Souls were convicted and hearts
were warmed. Many testified to receiving
definite help in thein rooms, at home, or
elsewhere on the campus. Friday morning
found the chapel altar and nearby chairs
lined with young people. Surely God honored our faith and prayers. Our souls were
blessed as we heard the new notes of victory and beheld the radiant countenances.
The week is ended, but, thank God, the
prayer revival still goes on, and we are
trusting God for continued victories.
Ferguson Valley, Penna.
Greetings in Jesus' Name:
Today I was in Ferguson Valley Sunday
School for the first time. I really enjoyed
every minute. The basement has been finished with carpet on the cement floor, two
stoves, one at each end, and seating room
for a nice size congregation. Every one
was happy and comfortable. There were
42 in attendance. This being a very cold,
windy day the attendance was low but the
offering was over $10.00. Bro. Allen Brubaker and family had charge. The Sunday
School lesson was explained very nicely
with much discussion from the class. There
are four classes. Bro. Brubaker gave the
morning message. Bro. and Sr. Raymond
Bitner from Harrisburg were home and at
Sunday School. These folks welcome anyone coming through route 22 to visit over
with them. Prayer meetings every Thursday evening are well attended. Much interest is shown among the folks.
Sr. Ruth Freed.
Lancaster, Pa.
The hand of the Lord has been upon His
work among the believers in the Lancaster
congregation. Our weekly prayer meetings
are a time of sweet fellowship and inspiration. Spiritual as well as physical
needs are presented for special prayer. We
wish to thank the Lord for specific answers to these needs.
January fifteenth to twenty-ninth brought
a refreshing revival to our congregation
with Bro. John Byers as evangelist. "One
soul is worth more than the whole world",
therefore we were richly blessed to see a
number of our intermediate and young people seek the Lord and renew their faith.
We are trusting that these may soon be
brought into church fellowship.
The "Bible Club" which was begun last
summer is most encouraging. It has grown
from a small group of children to three different age group classes. We appreciate
the work, time and effort put forth by the
teachers of this group. New members were
added to the Sunday School as a result of
this effort and some are reached who otherwise have little or no spiritual instruction.
We ask your prayers for the leaders and
for continued interest among this group.
Plans are under way to attract our intermediate group of Young People to attend
services more regularly and to take an
active part in Christian Service. We feel
this is an important and necessary group in
our church and again ask your prayers for
them.
A farewell party was held for Bro. and
Sr. John H. Martin on February nineteenth
at Bro. and Sr. Walter's home. They are
leaving our congregation to serve in another district. We shall always remember
their kind and helpful ministry to us with
thanksgiving. They served among us for
many years. May God's blessing be upon
them and their future work.
Marian Engle.
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O back, by scourges ploughed!
'O soul, by sorrow bowed
Upon the accursed tree!
He hears the bitter scorning:
'Tis night, without a dawning;
'Twas suffered all for me!

O Head, So Full of Bruises
Joseph Stammers
O head, so full of bruises!
Brow, that its life-blood loses!
O great humility!
Across His face are flying
The shadows of the dying:
'Twos suffered all for me!

Report of Messiah College 1950
Bible Conference
J. A. Climenhaga
"One of the best Bible Conferences
Grantham has had in recent years," was the
testimony of many of the attendants. Some
would then give the reason for the remark.
As nearly as remembered by the writer of
this report, Sister Clara Hoffman who has
attended many of the College Bible Conferences said, "This Conference makes me
think of our early Bible Conferences where
the Word of God was explained. Book,
chapter and verse expositions of the Scripture were given. I think this is what our
young people need to grow and stand fast
in their Christian profession."
The above introductory paragraph illustrates the nature of the 1950 Bible Conference held in the College auditorium, Feb.
23-26. Weather conditions were ideal and
so the attendance from the first was good.
God truly favored us as we were fed the
rich truths which were deducted from God's
Word by the various speakers.
Dr. Claude Reis of Houghton College,
N. Y. gave us deep spiritual expositions on
Isaiah 53, I Cor. 13 and the book of Philirjpians. Over seventy dollars were spent by
various listeners to procure mimeographed
copies of each of his fine lectures, so greatly were they appreciated. The expositions
were humbly given and deeply spiritual. A
finer Christian attitude never graced our
Bible Conference programs than that which
was manifested by this scholarly saint of
God.
Every speaker of the Conference was appreciated. Bishop E. J. Swalm gave us
timely instruction. Rev. Elam Dohner and
Rev. Harry Buckwalter, who had never been
on our former Bible Conferences gave us
jrood messages. Bro. Dohner's message on
"Evangelism" resulted in much favorable
comment. The single talks of Rev. Arthur
Brubaker and Rev. Allen Tennis were also
appreciated.
Using an expression which
Bishop C. N. Hostetter Sr., often used, "As
a matter of fact the whole conference was
beneficial, educational and enjoyable." May
our prayer be that the good things which
were heard be retained and practiced in our
daily life until our translation.

Eye, that in darkness sinketh!
Lip, that the red cup drinketh!
Hands, bound to misery!
See, from His feet forth streameth
The fountain that redeemeth!
'Twas suffered all for me!
And now He speaks: oh hearken,
While clouds all nature darken!
"Lama Sabachthani!"
His head is bent, and droopeth,
To such a death He stoopeth!
'Twas suffered all for me!
—Selected.

The Bible—The Essential Handbook of the Missionary
(Continued from page four)
the readers might be led to believe that
Jesus is the Christ, the Son of God; and
that in this belief might have life in His
name." (John 2 0 : 3 0 ) .
Thus all four Gospels are missionary
tracts, as it were, setting forth the foundational facts and principles of the Evangel
to extend its conquests and confirm its
woi"k>2
Passing on to the Book of Acts, we note
it as an inspired account of the Church's
first experiences in executing the Great
Commission under the impulse and guidance of the Holy Spirit, so that we might
well name it, "The Acts of the Holy
Spirit." In the first chapter, verses 1 and
8, we see that what Jesus 'began' to do in
His personal ministry, He continued in the
person of His disciples under the power
of the Holy Spirit — "Ye shall receive
power when the Holy Spirit is come upon
you; and ye shall be My witnesses, both
in Jerusalem, and in all Judaea and Samaria, and unto the uttermost part of the
earth." Acts then tells of the coming of
the power of the Holy Spirit and of the
witnessing commanded by the Lord Jesus
with its results. 3 Thus Acts really can be
said to constitute the first chapter in the
story of the inauguration and early progress of Christian Missions.
The third great New Testament section
is that of Pauline Literature. All of the
letters of the Apostle Paul, whether to
churches or persons, were written to follow
up the missionary labors which he had
begun. In them he upholds the purity of
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the Gospel against corruption in doctrine
and life; he defends and expounds his own
apostolic missionary labors against those
Judaizers who in their narrow sectarianism
would have destroyed the universality of
the Gospel. 4 Three of his letters were written to two young men, his sons in the Gospel, who were following in his missionary
footsteps. He tells them to reprove, rebuke, exhort with all long-suffering and
teaching 5 the children whom he has begotten through the Gospel. 6 He instructs
them to speak the things befitting sound
doctrine and to commit the same to faithful men who should be able to teach others
also, thus securing perpetuity in the work. 7
As for the Catholic or General Literature, James is for the instruction of mission converts in the ethics or righteousness
of the Gospel; I and II Peter and Jude
encourage mission converts under persecution and strive to secure their faithful
adherence under adverse circumstances; I
John was written to declare the grounds of
assurance in Christ in face of the corrupting theories of sin besetting the converts
of the second half of the first century; II
John's message to "the elect lady and her
children" has been interpreted as a commendation and warning to a mission
church, or churches; I I I John commends
and encourages brother Gaius who is rioted
for his zeal in supporting missionary work
despite the anti-missionary spirit of quasibrother Dioirephes; and lastly Hebrews—
the missionary apologetic meeting the
hindering contentions of the Jewish religion—and thus a veritable handbook in
methods of meeting and dealing with any
religion which must be supplanted . by
Christian missions, and aiding and succouring those plucked out who are tempted
to go back again to "the beggarly elements."
Then that fifth great division of New
Testament Literature — The Apocalypse.
As Carter says. "The Revelation belongs
to the time when the terrible Roman persecutions were seeking to destroy the results of the first generation of missionary
labors. It is full of encouragement for the
time and of prophecy of the outcome of
the proclamation of 'the everlasting Gospel.' (Revelation 1 4 : 6 ) . " s
Someone once said that the New Testament is in the Old enfolded and the Old
Testament in the New unfolded. True it is
that as Glover says, "It should not be
overlooked that while Christian Missions
properly begin only with the New Testament, yet the missionary idea is found all
through the Old Testament." And he goes
on in his. "The Progress of World-Wide
Missions," to show and trace God's various
landmarks of missionary design in the Old
Testament. 9 But having said that, we
realize with our development above, that
it is in the New Testament that we have
the Great Commission. "If there had been
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Out of Touch With Your Lord

A Sixpence Multiplied

Only a smile, yes, only a smile,
That a woman, o' erburdened with grief
Expected from you; 'twould have given

An old Scotch woman used to give a
penny a day for missions, and for the sake
of doing so went without things that she
might otherwise have had. One day a
friend handed her a sixpence so that she
might buy herself some extra food as an
unusual luxury.
"Well, now," thought the old woman,
"I've long done very well on porridge,
and the Lord shall have the sixpence,
too."
In some way the incident came to the
ears of a missionary secretary, who told it
at a -breakfast. The host was much impressed by the simple tale, and saying that
he had never denied himself for God's
Word, subscribed $2,500 on the spot. Several of the guests followed his example,
and $11,000 was raised before the party
separated.

relief,
For her heart ached sore the while.
But, weary and cheerless, she went away,
Because, as it happened that very day,
You were out of touch with your Lord.
Only a word, yes, only a word,
That the Spirit's small voice whispered
"Speak!"
But the worker passed onward, unblessed
and weak,
Whom you were meant to have stirred
To courage, devotion and love anew,
Because, when the messages came to you,
You. were out of touch with your Lord.
Only a note, yes, only a note,
To a friend in a distant land;
The Spirit, said, "Write," but then you had
planned
Some different work and you thought
ft mattered little. You did not know
'Twould have saved a soul from sin and
woe—•
You were out of touch with your Lord.
Only a song, yes, only a song,
That the Spirit said, "Sing
tonight;
Thy voice is thy Master's by purchased
right."
But you thought, "'Mid this motley throng,
I care not to sing of the City of God;"
And the heart that your words might have
reached grew cold—•
You were out of touch with your Lord.
Only a day, yes, only a day,
But oh! can you guess, my friend,
Where the influence reaches and where it
will end
Of the hours that you frittered away?
The Master's command is, "Abide in me;"
And fruitless and vain will your service be
If out of touch with your Lord.
—Selected.
no commission, or no obedience to its
spirit, there would have been no need for
the New Testament writings and no occasion for their production. A product of
missions, the New Testament can be truly
interpreted in the light of the missionary
idea." 10
It is in light of that interpretation, that
we find the principles in the Bible which
cause us to designate it as our handbook.
I believe I can safely say that we cannot
ask any question on any principle of missionary-ism that cannot be answered adequately by the Bible. And if there may
seem to be some principle not answerable
by Biblical standards, then the discrepancy
may be due to human standards of interpretation, or the principle may not be a
missionary principle at all, but some

This old saint of God, because she was
faithful in doing the little that came to her
hand, was the direct cause of putting into
the missionary coffers of the c h u r c h
enough money to support twenty-seven
native preachers and Bible women for ten
years.—Selected.

fungus growth to be cut out of our policy
and procedure in our mission program.
Such speculative statements could open a
wide field of discussion not pertinent to
the present development. We veer away
to a more devotional basis of thinking of
the Bible as our Handbook. Just what is
it in the Bible that makes it our current,
up-to-date handbook? An answer is put
most succinctly by Carver:
"In the Bible as the missionary textbook
we find, characterizing its general spirit
and emphasized in definite passages, the
missionary thought in God's heart, the missionary message in Christ's atonement, the
missionary duty in our Lord's commands,
the missionary motive in the nature of the
redeemed life, the missionary task in a
'world lying in the evil one.' (I John
5:19). the missionary power in 'the Holy
Spirit whom God hath given to them that
obey Him,' (Acts 5:32). the missionary
goal in 'the day of Jesus Christ' (Philippians 1:6)."
Notes:
1. Carve]-, Wm. O., "Missions in the Plan of the
Aees," p. 21ff.
2. Ibid, p. 24ff.
3. Tn this connection note especially Acts 4.
4. The entire Galatian letter is an impassioned
plea in defense of this principle. Note especially
chapter 1:6-12.
5. II Timothy 4:2.
6. cf. I Corinthians 4:15.
7. In this connection note I Timothy 6:20ff; II
Timothy 2 : 2 ; Titus 2:1-2. Also see Carver, op, cit.,
p. 24ff.
8. Carver, p . 25.
9. pp. 27-29.
10. Carver, p. 25ff.
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EOPLE OFTEN SPEAK about the difficulty

. they have in reading the Bible. Sometimes they are frank enough to say that
they just can't find it interesting. Most of
us have never been taught how to read the
Bible. Since the most important part of
the Bible is the New Testament and the
most important books in the New Testament are the four Gospels, let us start our
Bible reading with the life of Jesus. How
shall one read the Gospels?
First, where shall we begin? No, not
with Matthew which comes first in the New
Testament. Begin with Mark, not because
Mark is the shortest of the Gospels and
the oldest, but rather, because it is the
basis of Matthew and Luke, and is more
full of action, simpler, and more straightforward than the others.
How much shall we read at the first
sitting? Right here is where most of the
difficulty with Bible reading comes in. Our
Bible reading consists too often of a chapter, or a verse, or a few verses, which may
be useful on many occasions, and none of
which I am ruling out; but the way really
to know Jesus Christ is to read the Gospels
each at a sitting. It takes about one 'hour
and a quarter to read the Gospel of Mark
out loud—considerably less when read to
oneself. We never hesitate to read that long
or longer "when we start in on a fastmoving short story in a magazine.
When you r e a d Mark thoughtfully
through at one sitting, you will get a conception of Jesus you never got before.
Never again will you doubt that he was
wholly human and wholly and uniquely
divine. Never again will you have any
question about the trustworthiness of
Mark's record. You catch the spirit of a
humble, conscientious writer determined
to preserve the testimony of eye witnesses
to a great miracle, a great tragedy, a great
new beginning of something that can never
stop—a light shining in darkness.
If you read Mark through at one sitting,
you will want to read more about Jesus.
You have three more records. I suggest
you read Matthew next, but read it at one
sitting. Matthew repeats practically every
line of Mark but adds much of what Jesus
said in his sermons to the people. The
greatest sermon ever preached is found in
Matthew 5. 6. and 7. and another in chapter 10. and there are at least four others.
Sit down some evening and read the whole
of the book of Matthew. It will take you
possibly an hour and a half. Its teachings
have been gradually remaking the world.
Your very experience in the reading of the
book cannot help but transform
your
spirit.
If you read Mark and Matthew as I
have suggested, you will be profoundly
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Children like Bible drills. The pupil
should bring her Bible. And it is the
teacher's duty to see that the pupil has an
Stifler
opportunity to use it. The Bible must be
taught as it will be taught in later years
(so there will be no doubt in the child's
mind.) She wants to know the truth.
Illustrations, drawings, stories, many
kinds of suitable handwork make class
work interesting and effective. Memory
work is very important. On this point I
fear many schools fail. We usually memorize our memory verse. Sometimes, we
memorize chapters but not as many as
children have the ability for memorizing.
grateful that there is another sketch of
To make religious education more effecJesus' life for you to read. Luke, also
tive, class periods should be longer.
based on Mark, has been called the most
Here are four reasons for winning the
beautiful book ever written. Because Luke
wrote for Gentiles rather than for Jews, Primary and Junior for Christ:
1. The following great men date their
you will feel you are getting a little closer
to Jesus than even Matthew led you. conversion to their childhood: Henry MatFurthermore Luke's practical humanitari- thew was 10 years of a g e ; Polycarp, the
anism will appeal to you. Luke is the aged martyr, 9 years; Isaac Watt, 9 years;
American's Gospel. Read Luke through at Jonathan Edwards. 7 years.
one sitting. It is almost exactly the same
2. Childhood is followed by the stormy
length as Matthew.
teens, when the simple faith gives way to
You have one crowning experience doubt, his confidence to mistrust, and his
awaiting you. John's Gospel was written confiding nature to reticence.
much later than the others. All over the
3. Many boys and girls if not won durRoman world people persecuted for their ing this period drop out of Sunday School
faith had found Christ as Savior, and John during their teens and a very small proreads these experiences back into his story portion are .brought back to the church
of Jesus' life. If you have read the other during the revival.
three Gospels, as I suggest, John will be4. Decisions for Christ in childhood
come almost a personal experience as you
read it. Jesus will be to you the Bread of clear the way for other important decisions
Life and The Light of the World. He will to be made during the adolescent years.
As a teacher, God has given me the
be the Way, the Truth, and the Life. You
humble and responsible privilege within
will be born again.—Selected.
the past few years for approximately one
hour each Sunday morning to help mold
and set the eternal destination of the lives
Effective Class W o r k
of twenty Primary and Junior girls. Eleven
(Continued from page six)
have accepted the Lord.
A minister while preaching a series of
they will have them to study next week's
lesson. The questions are based on the evangelistic sermons in his church noticed
scripture and lesson stories as found in the that a young man was very much affected.
Junior quarterly. Of course, the teacher Later on. he made a public confession of
must keep the question sheet interesting. his faith in Jesus Christ. Being interested
Each girl who has her questions done right to know what had been said that led to his
receives a small gummed seal to paste on decision, the minister took him aside and
her sheet of work. Each girl has a loose inquired which one of his sermons urged
leaf notebook in which she keeps her him to become a Christian. "Oh, nothing
I ever heard you say, it was the way my
papers.
mother lived."
Primaries and Juniors should be taught
Within the group of twenty girls I have
to pray. They realize that God is great
and powerful and is a faithful friend, that seen great possibilities. Some day this girl
God gives us many things. Sometimes be- will become a good Christian mother, or
fore we start the lesson, we tell of the that girl a Christian school teacher. Anmany things God gives us and then some- other may nurse the wounds of the darktimes we tell one another what we need skinned African. One of the thrills of a
from God. Then we bow our heads and go Sunday School teacher is to have one of
around the class, each girl in her own her pupils to tell her, " I ' m going to be a
way, thanking or asking God for one par- missionary when I grow u p . "
ticular thing.
The challenge comes to us as teachers—
Children like to sing. If we find time, are we putting forth every possible effort
we take five minutes of the class period to nurture these little flames of light which
to sing choruses. The girls tell the chorus in future years will show the Way to a
and then start it themselves.
dark world?—Manheim, Pa.

How To Read The Gospels
Francis
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The Minister's W i f e
(Continued from page seven)
The Word refers to them as ornaments, or
our adornment. They are these; modesty
and sobriety, a meek and quiet spirit, and
good works. Let us go back to Paul's
description of the minister's wife in I
Timothy 3:11—-"Even so must their wives
be grave, not slanderers, sober, faithful in
all things." The usual meaning of the
words "grave" and "sober" would give the
impression that to be a minister's wife
would be a dull life, without joy and
happiness. I was not satisfied that this
was Paul's meaning, for in other letters,
he tells us to rejoice and to have peace,
and to be joyful in our service for Him.
I consulted the dictionary to see how these
terms were defined. I liked what I found.
Instead of "grave" implying the serious
expression appropriate when one is face to
face with death or calamity, Mr. Webster
interprets it to mean "in sincere earnestness." "Sober" takes on the meaning of
sedateness, or "a quiet calm nature that is
uninfluenced by that which disturbs."
I have paraphrased the verse to read:
"Even so must the minister's wife be in
sincere earnestness, giving no false report
that would injure the reputation of another, possessing a spirit that is uninfluence by that which disturbs, always steadfast in the work of the Lord." This is the
kind of minister's wife I long to be. It is
what I believe God expects every minister's
wife to be. Some may say that it is a goal
that is impossible to attain. This is certainly true if we rely upon ourselves.
The above description of the minister's
wife comes from the pen of Paul, through
the inspiration of the Holy Spirit. Paul
laid aside every weight and every sin so
that he might win Christ. He was willing
to give up anything and everything that
hindered his spiritual experience. He knew
from actual experience what it meant to
be alive unto God through Jesus Christ.
Christ was not only Lord of his life; He
was his life. Therefore, every member of
his body was at the absolute disposal of
his Lord. If Christ's control is to count
for anything in our lives and through us
in the lives of others, every member of
our bodies, i. e., the bodies of the ministers' wives, must be at His absolute disposal. Ruth Paxson says, "It is utter folly
to talk about Christ's control over and use
of our lives if we have blinded our eyes
to His wisdom and deafened our ears to
His voice and tied our tongues as His witnesses and fettered our hands as His tools
and lamed our feet as His messengers,
through yielding them to the devil as instruments of unrighteousness unto sin. But
it is just such a stultified life that countless
Christians expect Christ to use."
If we are in sincere earnestness, our
eyes will be open and our ears will be attuned . to every opportunity He gives us
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to witness unto Him; if we are careful to
give no false report that would injure the
reputation of another, if when we are reviled we revile not again, if we refrain
from using our tongues in self-justification
and self-vindication, our tongues will not
be tied as His witnesses; if we are always
steadfast in the work of the Lord, our
hands will not be fettered neither will
our feet be lame and if every member of
our body is at His disposal and every fiber
of our being is under His control, we
shall possess a spirit that is uninfluenced
by that which disturbs. This will all come
about because we have indeed reckoned
ourselves dead unto sin, but alive unto God
through Jesus Christ our Lord. It worked
in Paul's life, it has worked in the lives
of countless servants of God. It can work
in our lives if we are willing to dethrone
self and let Christ be supreme in our life.
Let His life be truly the life of the minister s wtfe-

to be awake, and to realize what we face,
that we may take prudent action by God's
help.
, "Cod's Word for God's World"
The coming Convention of the N.A.E.
at the Roberts Park Methodist Church in
Indianapolis, Indiana, beginning Tuesday
evening, April 18 and running through
Friday evening, will be dedicated to the
stirring up of evangelicals to the nature
of the present-day opposition to the gospel's unhampered spread, and to a highlighting of our great spiritual offensive
weapon, the Word of God. The Convention's theme — "God's Word for God's
World."
On- Tuesday evening Dr. Harold John
Ockenga, pastor of old Park Street Church
and outstanding intellectual leader in evangelical circles deals with "Romanism in
the Light of God's Word."
Wednesday evening Dr. Paul S. Rees of
Minneapolis takes up "Communism in the
(A paper presented before the Lancaster Light of God's Word."
County Ministeriwn
of the Churches of
Thursday evening the focus will be on
God. The Ministerium
requested
Mrs. "Statism in the Light of God's Word" as
Marzolf to present the paper to The Bishop Leslie Marston, brilliant scientist,
Church Advocate for
publication.)
educator, and churchman of the Free
Methodist Church turns the light on the
dangers from this direction.
No Regrets
At this same session Dr. Frank E. Gaebelein of the Stony Brook School will lift
For doing good to all.
the veil on the newly published study of
For speaking evil of none.
his committee on "A Christian Philosophy
For hearing before judging.
of Education," the reply of evangelical
For thinking before speaking.
Christianity to the "Harvard Report."
For holding an angry tongue.
Friday night's rally, in charge of the
For being kind to the distressed.
Radio Commission, brings us the closing
For asking pardon for all errors.
address by Congressman Graham A. BarFor being patient toward everybody.
den, whose courageous fight for maintainFor disbelieving most of the ill reports.
ing the American policy of separation of
—Selected.
church and state with special reference to
federal aid for education is known over
our nation.
In addition to these evening rallies there
N. A . E. Convention Call
will be the meetings of the various comLMOST NEVER IN the centuries of
the missions in the mornings, and the reports
Christian era has the historic Chris- of N.A.E.'s projects during the regular
tian faith been subject to such vehement, convention sessions each afternoon. You
persistent, and organized opposition, and will want to get some inside light on such
on so many fronts, as is true today. We things as the work of our Committee on
instinctively think of the martyrs of the Christian Liberty leading up to Mr. Myron
early Christian church, but today's church Taylor's resignation as special envoy to
also has its martyrs in certain countries on the Vatican.
the earth, and even in countries whose
traditions are evangelical and Biblical,
Holiness Convention
these foundations are being powerfully
assailed.
The 82nd Annual Convention of the Na-

A

Yet on every hand we see in Biblebelieving Christians a degree of ignorance
of these factors and consequently a lack
of alertness and diligence which plays directly into the enemy's hands. We ought

tional Association for the Promotion of
Holiness will be held in Indianapolis,
Indiana, April 12-16, 1950. Sessions to
convene in the well known Cadle Tabernacle.

